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Challenge

Application

Taxonomy entails the classification, nomenclature and identification of organisms. Highthroughput sequencing and high-throughput
culturing provide for an increased availability of
genome sequences and their subsequent use
in phylogenetic analyses and genome-based
classification. Challenges particularly related
to virus genomes are their vastly deviating
compositions and their low degree of sequence
similarity. Thus the question arises whether
virus phylogeny really is best be tackled by inference from multiple sequence alignments.

In our study on Achromobacter phages [7], GBDP was used to phylogenetically place the new
phages within the N4 family.

Method
The Genome-Blast Distance Phylogeny approach (GBDP), which uses only local pairwise sequence alignments, was originally introduced for the phylogenetic inference from microbial whole genomes [1]. It had to deal with
largely differing genome sizes, repetitive sequences and paralogy. Strategies implemented
into GBDP also allowed for phylogenetic reconstruction from plastid [2] and fungal genomes
[3]. A recent addition is branch support via
pseudo-bootstrapping [4]. GBDP is phylogenetically reliable [5] and was successfully applied to species delineation in prokaryotes [6].

Resolution as indicated by pseudo-bootstrap support was accordingly higher than in single-gene
phylogenies. Among the data input, HSP filtering approaches and distance formulas available in
GDBP, the combination of protein sequences, “Trimming”, relaxed e-value filtering and formula d5
(logarithmised d4 ) worked best for this data set.

GBDP principle

Conclusion

1 BLAST run between two (draft) genomes A and B resulting in the usual set of matches called
“high-scoring segment pairs” (HSPs). An example for such homologous regions is:

GBDP makes efficient use of the information
available in whole virus genomes. Like inference from concatenated multiple sequence
alignments, GBDP delivers branch support, but
with a lower computational cost. As some
settings also allow for incompletely sequenced
genomes, GBDP is a universal tool for virus
phylogeny and classification.

References
2 Can this information now directly be used to calculate an intergenomic distance between A
and B? Almost! Beforehand we need to correct for overlapping HSPs (segment “c” in our
example), most likely caused by paralogous genes, which could bias the distance between
A and B. The HSP-filtering approaches are:
Greedy [1]

Drop smaller HSP
Pro: faster
Con: information loss

Trimming [1]

Coverage [6]

Remove overlapping parts
Pro: preserves information
Con: computation complex

Merge overlapping HSPs
Pro: preserves information
Con: implementation difficult

3 Final calculation of a distance between A and B using the filtered HSP set. Ten different
distance formulas d0 - d9 are available [6], examples are:
d0 (A, B) =
1−

sum of HSP lengths
sum of genome lengths

d4 (A, B) =
1−

# identical base pairs in HSPs
total length of all HSPs

d6 (A, B) =
1−

# identical base pairs in HSPs
sum of genome lengths
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